MARCH 9, 2023
The U.N. looks to protect open waters under new agreement
WHOI’s Kilaparti Ramakrishna discusses the High Seas Treaty and what it means for ocean protection

On the move
WHOI’s Al Plueddemann discusses the importance of an ocean observing array’s move south

Discovering La Mer
Boston Ballet and WHOI collaborate on a new contemporary show that explores threats facing the ocean

We’re opening the 2023 SXSW conference!
WHOI joins Scripps Institution of Oceanography & AGU on an ocean-based carbon dioxide removal panel

Image of the week: WHOI women take the plunge!
What better way to celebrate International Women’s Day than a dip in 37°F water?

WHOI IN THE NEWS
7 NEWS BOSTON
3 endangered right whales prompt closure of Cape Cod Canal

GIZMODO
What to Know About the Major Oceans Treaty Just Finalized by More Than 190 Nations

NATIONAL PARKS TRAVELER
Cape Cod National Seashore To Look For Decline In Seagrasses

CBS BOSTON
Rare 1986 video of Titanic wreckage released by Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

Where are WHOI Ships Now?
START TRACKING ➞